Plasmic degradation of human fibrinogen. IV. Identification of subunit chain remnants in fragment Y.
A method is presented for detection of cross-linking acceptor sites on fibrinogen chains, using monodansyl-cadaverine labeling in the presence of activated fibrin stabilizing factor, and polyacrylamide electrophoresis in the presence of sodium dodecyl sulfate. Fluorescent gamma-chain monomers and dimers were produced at a considerably faster rate than the labeled alpha-chain derivative. Purified fragments X, Y and D were prepared all from the same plasmic digest of fibrinogen. Following incubation with fibrin stabilizing factor, thrombin and monodansyl-cadaverine, they were reduced with beta-mercaptoethanol and examined by sodium dodecyl sulfate/acrylamide electrophoresis. Three gamma-chains (mol. wts 49 000, 42 000 and 39 000) had reacted with dansyl-cadaverine while no alpha-chain remnant took up the label. Additional protein and carbohydrate staining further facilitated identification of the individual subunit chains. At least three critical peptide bonds, located on alpha, beta- and gamma-chain remnants, must be broken during conversion of fragment Y into D and E. Sequential cleavage results in heterogeneous appearance of reduced subunit chains. As a consequence, there exist several molecular entities of fragment Y, all of which may have the same molecular weight though they represent various products of progressive plasmic digestion. Our results are compatible with the model of asymmetric degradation of fibrinogen, according to which fragment X produces 1 mol of fragment E e and 2 mol of the monomeric fragment D.